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5. _n recent yea=s, substantial progress has been achieved in
promoi:._4.^.g a stronge= world economy through sound macroeconomic
po:.icies and greater economic efficiency. The economic expansion
in our count:ies, now in its eighth year, has supported notable
income growt^ and job creation in the context of rapid growth of
i:.ternational trade. However, unemployment remains high in a
number of countries. Tzilation, although considerably lower than
in the early 1980s, is a;,tatter of serious concern in some
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have been reduced in the United States and Japan, whereas in other
cases they have increased. Continuing adjustment remains a priority
in order t o counter protectionist pressures, alleviate
uncerta=r.ties in financial and exchange markets, and contribute to
avo=d'ng pressures on :nterest rates. Sound domestic macroeconomic
po?icies, which may differ according to conditions in each country,
will make a major contribution to further exte=zal adjustment.

6. In the developing wor:d, the. e+?erience of the late 1960s varied
widely. Some econc.;^ies, particularly in East Asia, cor.t=: ^:ed to

• experience i..pressive dorestic growth rates. The econom:e= of a
number of other deve'_op;ng countries have been stagnant or
de_lined. ^;vnetheless, serious efforts -- in some cases by new
leadership -- to ix.p2ement economic adjustment and market-criented
policies have begun co y:.eld positive results and should be
continued.
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7. At a time of growing economic interdependence, the Summit
countries have developed a cooperative process based on a common
appreciation of the need for market-oriented policies and the
importance of sound domestic budgetary and monetary policies. This
process has contributed importantly to the strengthened performance
of the world economy and to improved stability of exchange rates
by concentrating attention on multilateral surveillance and close
coordination of economic policies, including cooperation on

exchange markets. It is important to continue and, where

appropriate, to strengthen _'r.is coope=ative and flexible approach
to improve the functioning of the international monetary system and
contribute to its sta^:il:=y.

8. To sustain.the present economic expansion to the benefit of all
countries, each nation must pursue sound policies. Balanced
expansion of demand with increasing productive capacity is key,
while external imbalances and structural rigidities require

, correction. Price pressures warrant continued vigilance.


